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CSP: Arriving at the CHANnel Island
(an Industrial Practitioner's Diary: in Search of a New Fairway)
Øyvind Teig
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7005 Trondheim, Norway
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Abstract. This paper is a non-academic hands-on log of practical experiences of
software engineering problems, where the process leading to the decision to use
CSP to program real-time systems is on trial. A new and hopefully objective
decision process is instigated. What we have previously learnt by using CSP in
embedded real-time process control is used as subjective basis (or bias?) for the
new process. The conclusion seems to be that CSP should be sufficiently futureproof to justify its use even in new projects. The term "CSP" is here used as
shorthand for both the CSP language proper and different implementations of
subsets.

1. Introduction
This paper came about after I read Hammond & Keeney's article "Making smart
choices in engineering" [1], which states that making decisions is the most important thing
an engineer does. The article says, "many poor choices result from falling back on the
default alternative". In our case using CSP [2] is the default alternative. Starting from
scratch, would it be possible to choose CSP another time, now when OO ("Object
Orientation") and other techniques flourish? Could I write a paper outlined with the same 8
points that Hammond's article outlines? The following is an attempt. Since it mainly
describes a process it does not describe each theory or procedure mentioned, but a thorough
reference list is provided.
This paper targets real-time programmers who, like myself, often feel that acronyms
and techniques pass by like pictures in a flickering movie. I cannot guarantee that no new
acronyms will be added, but an attempt at bundling them will be tried.
CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) is a theory with algebraic properties (i.e.
process algebra) that is used for description of and reasoning about concurrent systems.
One could say that CSP is a "pattern" for concurrent programming. CSP may be used both
in the specification, design and implementation phases. CSP is not as well established as
OO, we shall discuss later how well the "compare operator" works between the two. I am
not aware of any inexpensive CSP tools (apart from the shareware occam [3] compilers) this raises the threshold of any first usage.
In our context CSP has more got the sense of the ideas rather than the formal CSP,
more using occam or "C/C++/Java plus a CSP API" than modeling with CSP tools,
although the latter has also been attempted.
There is a difference between a theory and an implementation of it. Still we have taken
the freedom to use "CSP" as a shorthand for both the theory and different implementations
of subsets of it, even if this usage of the term is formally not correct.
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Navia Maritime AS, division Autronica is a subsidiary that develops, produces and sells
monitoring equipment for ship and offshore markets. The subsidiary has some 250
employees, the headquarter is located in Trondheim, Norway [4]. (Navia has recently been
purchased by Kongsberg Gruppen ASA, and "Autronica" will soon appear under a different
company name, continuing the "Autronica" branded products.)
This paper has been written with an external reader in mind even if the referred context
is Autronica.

2. Problem
"Define your decision problem to solve the right problem"
We see several problems we would like to solve:
1. How do we "program" "good" real-time systems?
Real-time programming domain.
We want to program once and for all, not debug for years. "Program" covers
analysis to design and implementation.
Is CSP any good?
2. Why do we choose what we choose?
Cognitive psychology domain.
We want to know why we do it in a certain way, and maybe why most people
don't do it that way. This is where past experience, mental rigidity vs. flexibility
and intuition are issues. This is also the point where the reader's own bias and
experience will influence his view of what he reads.
Is my CSP bias & experience worth anything?
3. What makes boxes of such a quality that they may be of any help to people?
Ethical domain.
We want the result to be a trusted entity, whereas much software isn't trusted.
Will CSP help?
According to Hammond's article, to continue asking "why" until we cannot go any further
will take us from a means to an end or a fundamental objective. Asking "how" will take us
from ends back to means, leading us towards alternatives. Then we use means to generate
alternatives and ends to compare alternatives. Asking "what" should help us identify the
components of our objectives. (Aside: this process could probably be modeled with CSP
and analyzed for any logical flaws!)
Trying this out on the list above reveals that point (1) rephrased is a means (We want to
"program" "good" real-time systems) and (3) rephrased is an end (We want to make boxes
of such a quality that they may be of any help to people). Point (2) probably is a carrier for
both; the results of analysis of (1) and (3) depend upon experience, intuition and our value
system.
The result of our investigation also makes our living and feeds our families; much
depend on us making the products correctly.
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Observe that we stand in the middle of history. We want to learn from past experience
and hopefully make wise decisions for the future. Reference to what we have done is
therefore just as important as trying to "read" the future.

3. Objectives
"Clarify what you're really trying to achieve with your decision"
This is twofold: I would like to find out how to technically write "good" real-time
programs, and I would like to find out if we could choose CSP again. With the transputer
experience occam was the evident programming language, and as we know, occam is a
"runnable" implementation of a subset of CSP. All thinking had already been imprinted by
its designers, only after years of usage we discovered "CSP" behind it. Our entry was
coincidental.
We want to find out whether CSP offers a good alternative also for programming of
future concurrent systems.
We have no objective to find out about the economy involved, discussing the
economics in each alternative would require more knowledge than we presently have, and it
would certainly swell this report.

4. Alternatives
"Create better alternatives to choose from"
As of today there are many alternatives to CSP. We may choose to model the whole system,
or more probable, parts of it. We could use SDL (CCITT Specification and Description
Language) [5] and have the tool generate runnable programs with several languages to
choose from. SDL has a long record with real-time programming, and has excellent
(expensive) commercial tools. We could model in UML (Unified Modeling Language) [6]
and have C++ or Java code skeletons generated. The UML designers are working on realtime UML at this moment. Other approaches could be DARTS (Design Approach for RealTime Systems) [7] or ROOM (Real-time Object-Oriented Modeling) [8] methods. FDR2
[9] is a tool for CSP, much used and acclaimed. A simpler version of a CSP-like language
is FSP (Finite State Processes), its corresponding LTSA (Labeled Transition System
Analyser) tool [10] is free. The list is not exhaustive. Many commercial CASE tools would
support a range of different techniques.
Multithreaded applications may also be modeled with Petri nets. Microsoft has shown
an example of this [11]. They also have a tool to help detect deadlocks at runtime [12]. By
doing a short search on the internet a host of Petri net tools turned up.
We could also use a general drawing tool like Visio [13] and draw class diagrams,
process-dataflow diagrams, message sequence charts to name some. The older SADT
(Structured Analysis and Design Technique) has some traits that fit well for a less formal
approach. We could use plain English to describe the system, which we would in any case
do at a certain level. From own experience we have seen that web-based documents with
links, for example to the program sources, is well suited. We have also used literate
programming [14] with success at the system level - with html documents as sources,
containing programs as well as descriptions and figures.
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When it comes to the implementation phase we can program in native C. This is the
most "evident" approach, as VxWorks [15] is already running on the in-house main
embedded platform based on Intel 386ex. C++ is also becoming popular, the GNU
compiler that comes with VxWorks does support it. Java real-time is coming [16],[17], its
initial boost surely will be over us in a year. The Java CSP (JCSP) library [18] could be a
way to program concurrent systems in Java. A similar Java CSP API (CTJ) also exists [19].
In any case the target needs a run-time system that can handle processes, and a more
general operating-system type API that can handle communication or any GUI needs, etc.
We have used occam both with transputers and lately (presently for the second time) with
Texas Instrument's TMS320C32 DSP. In the latter case the SPoC occam compiler [20]
generates C from occam, bundled with a co-operative (non preemptive) scheduler. We now
also have occam/SPoC code compiled under Microsoft Visual C++, with socket
output/input signals connected directly to listening occam channels. We have described our
experience in [21],[22],[23]. Another, recent article which tries to describe CSP from an
embedded C?-programmer's perspective is [24]. We have also recently had the CCSP
library [25] ported to VxWorks for Autronica, and will use it in an embedded server. CCSP
should also make our application portable to a board running Linux [26].

5. Consequences
"Describe how each alternative meets your objectives"
This chapter is where cognitive psychology comes into play. I could tabulate each
methodology against the initial objectives and weigh each entry - it may be more objective,
or I may just believe it is. Experience has taught me that the final result is more subjective
than I like to admit. If relying on tables only is to ditch on one side, clean belief is to ditch
on the other side. As an engineer I have to choose, and it has to be on the road because I
want to get somewhere.
In choosing between OO and non-OO I would say that both more or less seem to meet
our objectives. For real-time systems automatic garbage collection (GC) seems to be a
problem that real-time Java (an OO language) fights, so I would study any Java
implementation to see if I could accept it, or how I could program around automatic GC.
I must admit that I would not be comfortable with using clean OO in a real-time
system. There has to be at least a "thread" (=process) construct, my discomfort would be
lessened the better the selected tool understands what a process really is.
Les Hatton has shown that OO seems to increase the number of errors [27]. He thinks
the brain has difficulty grasping the concepts which implicit and invisible layering often
inserts. Personally I like much (but not all) of the OO programs I have written or used, but
the OO languages are real-time wise immature at the moment. None of them are thread safe
by birth, and encapsulation is not tight enough (what do we need "public" non constant
variables for?). We are often left with design rules.
I would hesitate to use full C++'s for a real-time system, simply because it is rather
complicated, even if its lack of automatic GC makes it somewhat attractive. I would also
hesitate to use bare C on top of, for example VxWorks, because C plus real-time API (not
even Posix API) is not a "modern" real-time system programming language. It is too
unsafe.
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CSP is the paradigm that I like the most, and I feel I am allowed to say so. CSP makes
it easy to reason about real-time processes, encapsulation is 100% water-tight, and it has
proven to work. In a private communication with Bran Selic [28] he writes that:
"Actually, I claim that CSP is an object-based language since the dominant
aspect of a CSP program is the notion of collaborating processes. Even
though the word "sequential" appears in CSP, that sequentiality (i.e.,
representing the procedural/ algorithmic programming paradigm) is
packaged into objects (processes) that are arranged into some type of
communication matrix/structure. You may argue that I am stretching the
definition of what OO means, but to me it is quite clear: the object paradigm
is a computational model in which my program is expressed as a network of
collaborating submachines. On top of this are other "object-like" things
such as inheritance, polymorphism, and encapsulation - but, in my view all
of those are secondary elements. I am sure that you would agree that it is
not correct to think of CSP as representing a procedural programming
style."
This has by some always been the definition of OO. However, to align with the rest of
the world, that OO definition is not the basis of the other OO talk in this article. The
practical CSP alternatives seem for us to be clean occam, Java CSP (JCSP or CTJ) or
C+CCSP + VxWorks/Linux.
The CSP paradigm seems to meet our objectives quite well. We now are able to
describe how we program real-time systems: use CSP, forget the unsecure critical regions,
semaphores and monitors. We seem to be able to describe why we have chosen it:
experience shows that it works, and an increasing number of people seem to discover it.
Doug Lea in the new revision of his Java concurrency book has now included a chapter on
CSP with examples given with JCSP [29]. We also seem to be able to make good boxes for
people, meaning that they should at least function.
Observe that use of CSP would not hinder some combined use of OO. Occam has
better encapsulation than the OO languages I have seen. The occam CHANnel is in a way a
thread-safe method interface definition. With JCSP we are free to use OO, but we must
abide by the CSP rules when its CSProcess class is used. These rules must also be followed
with CCSP. In all cases we could use from all to some of UML's diagram types, and we
could use process/ data-flow diagrams. CSP does not exclude good modeling or
architectural thinking, on the contrary. Also, CSP is in itself rather sufficient to describe a
system.
Almost off the record I want to say something about program text editing. An editor
that has folding [30] is a quite good semi-graphical environment in itself. The mature IDEs
of today's development systems would be even better if they would allow also the source
program part in the right window to collapse (be folded and given a comment heading) in
addition to the left reference window (used for overview and navigation). Since the CSP
channel input or output does not have a procedural style source program, even the best
IDEs seem inadequate. Folding solves this quite well, and the concept is also good for other
languages like C, C++, Java or Perl.
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6. Tradeoffs
"Make tough compromises when you can't achieve all your objectives at once"
Have we chosen (or manipulated) our objectives so well that we do not seem to have to
make any "tough compromises"?
One compromise might be that we seem to want to use occam, JCSP and C+CCSP on
different platforms. Whenever we want TCP/IP or a GUI we have not used SPoC occam.
Occam runs on Texas DSPs and will also be used on a host PC in batch mode. C+CCSP
will run on top of VxWorks and probably Linux. JCSP has only so far been something we
are looking at, but it seems more attractive than J Consortium's or Sun's real-time Javas,
even if it does not address some of the low-level problems that those alternatives address.

7. Uncertainty
"Identify and quantify the major uncertainties affecting your decision"
There are several uncertainties with CSP. From the occam experience I would say that it
was easy to understand and start to use, but from then on the learning curve of this tiny
language has been, not steep, but long. The programmer next door may not understand
what is going on. I think the same would go for any use of CSP. Even if some universities
seem to have started teaching concurrency based on CSP (for example [31],[32]), without
some CSP basis more traditional real-time programmers could easily feel stranded.
With occam an uncertainty may be that the language is not commercially supported any
more. And neither CCSP nor JCSP are commercial products. SPoC is supported by
Southampton University, CCSP and JCSP have been written by people at the University of
Kent at Canterbury. In each case the need to actually have the sources available must be
traded against what we could actually do with those sources provided we had to. Since we
are not compiler experts, compiler sources would be for archive only.
CSP has (1) synchronous and (2) unbuffered communication over (3) unidirectional
channels. From experience we have seen how difficult it is to grasp this simple behaviour.
Real-time programmers are so used to asynchronous flow, with data that may be lost
caused by for example buffer overflow, that whenever synchronous flow which cannot be
lost is needed, it is so easy to program something that loses data anyhow. The difference
between waiting for 400 ms and waiting "forever" is hard to grasp - both for inputs and
outputs. Then, when CSP needs to encounter for lost data (typically at terminal points), this
has to be explicitly programmed. This makes me anxious about the mental friction that CSP
may cause: "the wires are so stiff"! The ALT structure of occam does allow us to introduce
a switch in that stiff wire and no data will flow before the server closes the switch again (theSwitch & inputChannel ? hisData). This is one of the pillars of CSP.
Synchronous communication must be it.
Another uncertainty is that with these stiff channels, the programmer has to have a deep
understanding of how deadlocks should be avoided: either use a CSP tool to model and
analyse, use well established guidelines [33], or use design rules like buffers or overflow
buffers. With infinite buffers as in SDL, deadlock feels harder to get, but it is (to me)
difficult to understand why deadlock seems to be a non issue. One of the reasons for this
could be SDL's infinite buffers and a design rule to always evaluate the need to timeout on
input signals. An SDL tool would help finding a deadlock once it has happened. But two
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CSP processes sending spontaneously and unbuffered to one another cannot time out to
remedy the potential deadlock. A CSP tool will pinpoint this before run-time. (Timing out
on output is not possible in occam's basic mechanisms.) Both with CSP and SDL or any
real-time system based on concurrent processes, safety and liveness properties are issues,
per definition. SDL is here also metaphorical for many message passing systems, just make
buffers large enough is the traditional solution - and surprise is evident if the watchdog
resets the shiny black box.
With the fine-grained parallelism that CSP inspires, there may be a tendency to use
more memory than a corresponding (often much more complex and therefore more error
prone) sequential version - for the local buffers within each process. With occam this is
often counterbalanced by its static structure, each process is given its needed memory, since
the compiler computes exact stack depth. Occam for transputers did this for all processes,
stack overflow was impossible. SPoC has one stack for all processes, so there is a
possibility for one stack overflow. Traditional real-time systems would have one stack
overflow possibility per process (makes parallelism medium-grained, really), and the
programmer would have to ensure enough memory - an often hard job with possibly fatal
consequences. These matters have to be studied when physical memory constraints are
known.
Looking at any CSP book displays a lot of mathematical formulae. This may prove to
be an uncertainty when it comes to level of acceptance. I would say that it was possible to
learn occam without knowing the mathematical background, so starting using for example
the CCSP API would also help in a gradual understanding of the theoretical background or what it is all about.
When it comes to support from upper management, it would not be expected to know
more about CSP than the traditional real-time programmer. Since there is so much
experience at Autronica to the support of CSP, we would not expect any new management
to inflict more than with the required amount of counterweight.
I would like to display another of Bran Selic's comments [28]:
"As for CSP: it too has some major failings. Occam has not been very
successful for a number of reasons, but one of them is that its model of the
world is too simplistic. Hence, it does not cope well with the complexity of
the real world. I once saw an attempt to implement telephone call
processing with LOTOS (a derivative of CSP) and it failed miserably, for
this reason. However, despite these practical limitations of CSP, my point
remains that CSP is an object-based solution. Hence, it is not an alternative
to OO, in my view, but a special (if somewhat constrained) realization of it."
CSP is "not an alternative to OO", so there is no reason to wipe the desk of either of
them. The first part is a comment that I have often met, a little bewildered. At best it is an
argument to language designers to develop occam further.

8. Risk Tolerance
"Account for your appetite for risk"
We would generally not have a very big appetite for risk, but the unpleasant fact is that risk
is inevitable. When a compiler or a library is updated, even well established software
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houses deliver more than enough risk. During the time that we have used SPoC we have
altogether reported about 60 nice-to-have's, warnings, errors or critical errors. Critical
errors have always been removed by the SPoC author (the exception is an error that could
potentially lead to wrong code being generated according to SPoC's author, but we haven't
seen this happen). Texas Instruments report about the same amount of errors in their DSP C
compiler [34], but the (open) loop from us to TI (or SPoC's author for that sake) back to us
with a new compiler is not controllable.
Still, both SPoC and the C-compiler have caused surprisingly few problems. Since
SPoC generates C, we have an extra verification with the C compiler (and then another
level with PC-lint).
With CCSP we will have access to the C sources. This is not a compiler, so trying to
track errors in it (if its author has been driven over by a truck) would at least be in the same
problem domain as we are used to.
We also must remember that software does have a lifespan. At Autronica we have seen
that it has been possible to keep a local island of long-ago outdated hardware and software:
we still have a Texas Instruments computer and development system for Microprocessor
Pascal (based on Brinch Hansen's ideas) from 1978. So keeping functioning software on ice
should be possible for a long time, especially batch jobs like compilers.

9. Linked decisions
"Plan ahead by effectively coordinating current and future decisions"
Should we decide to (continue to) go for CSP, in an optimistic scenario we would expect
more developers to become interested in it, we can already see a tendency. Will the concept
withstand being scaled to more projects? We think so. Following this, courses and (more)
tools probably will be requested.
If we were to decide to abandon occam in new projects, one would of course have to
know occam to regret it. However, if the language develops and compilers are updated, we
may see an extended usage. It will be held onto as long as there is any rope available.
C+CCSP does handle CSP, but with the rather unsafe C language which has no CSP
understanding. Terminating occam to start using C+CCSP only would be one step ahead
and two back. Still, we believe that the CSP paradigm is important as a discipline in its own
right. Also, everyone has a love/hate relationship with C and many seem to like its free fall
feeling. Then, after a while, they would look further: "what was this CSP (occam?) you
talked about?"
If or when Java arrives on our embedded platforms we would certainly try JCSP, CTJ
or any other CSP implementation on top Java. This is the reason why we already now have
had a look at JCSP.
One major linked "decision" with many non-commercial systems like SPoC or CCSP
seems to be that a rather large amount of time is spent just being a more or less voluntary
beta-tester, and then wait for, hope or demand updates. Our experience with actually paying
hard money for updates or ports is rather good. We have then wished the results to be
available to all, but the delays may approach year(s). Having said this, we must emphasise
again that the systems we have used seem to be quite stable even with rather normal length
error lists.
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The CSP community should absolutely go beyond pure shareware. CSP is worth paying
for. To get updates we need to pay, but the entry-level should be low-priced. They also sell
at bazaars, don't they?
Also, introducing new functionality takes time. Porting SPoC to Windows for Visual
C++, with blocking sockets connected to occam channels - and TIMER support; or
connecting end-of-DMA interrupt on a DSP to an occam channel, are among the jobs we
would have been glad to have seen in the package. Again, this may be sugar for a software
engineer longing for a short break. Most projects, however, seem to have a large amount of
this kind of work.
JCSP has brought CSP to a windowing environment. Instead of the Java AWT event
model, buttons and dialogue boxes will be active CSProcesses and send button-press
messages over channels to the other CSProcesses by the standard channel mechanism. This
has also been done with the KRoC occam compiler [35] and Motif. Extrapolating from
there, maybe we could try CSP also in our host GUI based programs. Microsoft Visual C++
(or Windows CE) handles threads/processes in a rather archaic way with calls like
WaitForMultipleObjects, SendMessage, EnterCriticalSection etc. This is not CSP. We must
strive higher.
From this, building any program as a group of communicating parallel processes
should be viable (internally they each run a sequence of serial statements). This should not
exclude OO usage if the code is written in an OO language.
The tendency to seek information which support our suppositions, and de-emphasise or
ignore conflicting information - the decision trap, or overconfidence - is a common trait in
human judgements. In this article we are open to it, but we must also be careful to absorb
both positive and negative information. A linked "decision" therefore must be to strive to be
open, both for CSP and the alternatives. There is a limit to how "loyal" one might be.
I will end with a citation by Bill Foote, Sun (who has worked in the
EmbeddedJava/PersonalJava group and done some standards work for the Real Time
Extensions for the Java Platform.) [36].
"The OO paradigm shift was a great advance in the state of the art of
software engineering. IMHO the next one that's needed is a way of really
understanding and modeling concurrency. The kind of encapsulation that
OO offers does a lot of great things, but it doesn't seem to be adequate for
concurrency issues. Concurrency breaks OO-style encapsulation, an we're
reduced to coding conventions, documentation, and discipline.
My crystal ball says that the next leap (or at least an upcoming leap) in
software methodologies will be when someone comes up with a formalism
that _really_ captures concurrent design, and when that formalism catches
on (the way OO has).
CSP is the most promising entrant I've seen so far."
Others seem to enter this ship. There is a fairway. CHANnel Island is perhaps closer
than Atlantis.
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